
EE 554 Largescale Power Systems, Lecture 2

• Load modeling
• Power flow equations
• DC Power flow



Constant Power Loads

• Constant power loads create nonlinear equations
• Much of the computational complexities come nonlinearity
• Example



Networks

• We are typically dealing with power system networks
• It turns out it’s much easier to deal with admittances rather than 

impedances 



Y-Bus matrix 

• We usually use vector/matrix notation



Y-Bus Matrix

• The diagonal terms, Yii, are the self admittance terms, equal to the 
sum of the admittances of all devices incident to bus i.  
• The off-diagonal terms, Yij, are equal to the negative of the sum of the 

admittances joining the two buses.
• With large systems Ybus is a sparse matrix (that is, most entries are 

zero)



Y-Bus matrix

• Y has rank n-1 (n buses)

• Y is symmetric, but not Hermitian 



Y-Bus matrix 

• Voltage to current

• We really want to write

• But the inverse doesn’t exist



Slack Bus

• Since it doesn’t matter if we shift all voltages by a constant

• Pick a bus to be the slack bus: its voltage is set to be 1

• We often end up working with a reduced Y-bus matrix (non-singular)



Power Flow Equations

• The complex power at a bus is given by 

• Written this in entries of Y (* is the complex conjugate) 



Polar Power Flow equations

• A popular formulation is the angle/magnitude formulation

• Formulation can matter quite a bit 



Power Flow Equations

• Given P and Q at each bus, find the complex voltages 
• This is called the AC power flow problem
• Not easy, but not really difficult in practice 
• People won’t spend money buying a new software

• But it would setup for later optimization problems, where people 
would spend money to buy better algorithms



Power Flow Algorithms
• Power flow is one of the first applications of ”largescale” computing 

(beyond military applications)
• In 1957 Bill Tinney, in a paper titled “Digital Solutions for Large Power 

Networks,” studied a 100 bus, 200 branch system (with 2 KB of 
memory)!
• In Tinney’s 1963 “Techniques for Exploiting Sparsity of the Network 

Admittance Matrix” paper (which gave us the Tinney Schemes 1, 2, 
and 3), uses 32 kB for 1000 nodes.
• In Tinney’s classic 1967 “Power Flow Solution by Newton’s Method” 

paper he applies his method to systems with up to about 1000 buses 
(with 32 kB of memory) and provides a solution time of 51 seconds 
for a 487 bus system.



Power Flow

• Most results in power flow should be interpreted as data specific
• Algorithms works for a range of parameters, but may not work for 

others
• Each system operator get their own power flow solver, tailored to the 

specific system
• One can show that ACPF is NP-hard, although the reduction is 

somewhat contrived



Optimal Power Flow/Unit Commitment

• Rest of the class deals with two problem built on the power flow 
problem
• They are much harder problems and are active areas of research
• Both include the aspect of optimization
• Better algorithm will have important practical impact 



Optimal Power Flow (OPF)

• Fix the power injection at all the load buses
• Generation can vary within some constraints
• Find the complex voltage vector that minimizes some cost, while 

satisfying the constraints



Unit Commitment

• On top of the OPF problem, add 0/1 integer variables 
• These are the plant operating conditions
• It’s not easy to turn a coal plant on or off
• Hydro and nuclear plants are almost never turned off for economic reasons
•



Problems

• Power flow: fairly easy

• Optimal power flow: tricky, doesn’t always work 

• Unit commitment: still somewhat of an art



Generator costs

• We often assume the cost of generation is known
• Where does this number (or curve) come from
• Coal fire plant



Generator



Input-output curve



Incremental Cost Curve



Wind



Input-output curve
• There is no cost/output curve
• Once built, very small operating cost
• Wind is random 



Solving Nonlinear Power Flow

• Power flow in rectangular coordinates

• Power flow in polar coordinates



Polar Coordinates

• We generally use polar coordinates because we need to take 
derivatives of the equations
• It is tricky to take derivative of complex variables 

• What does derivatives have to do with solving equations?
• Rearrange the power flow equations



General Form

• In the most general form, we are solving the equation

• The most common approach is called the Newton-Raphson algorithm
• Iterative algorithm
• Need us to compute the derivative of the function

• There are other methods

𝑓 𝑥 = 0



Trial and Error

• Suppose we are to solve

• f(1)=f(4)=0
• We can use the fact if 𝑓 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑓 𝑏 < 0, then 𝑓 = 0 for some point 

between [a,b] 

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥! − 5𝑥 + 4 = 0

iterations x f(x)

0 0 4

1 2 -2

2 0.5 1.75

3 1.5 -1.25



Fixed Point Equation

• Trial and error is not very useful if there are two or more variables
• Fixed point equation is a much more powerful method
• If we can write the equation as 

• There is an easy iterative procedure to solve it

𝑥 = 𝑔(𝑥)

𝑥"#$ = 𝑔 𝑥" , 𝑘 = 1,2, …

𝑥∗ = 𝑔(𝑥∗)



Fixed Point

• 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥! − 5𝑥 + 4 = 0 is the same as 𝑥 = "!#$
%

• So we implement 𝑥&#' =
"" !#$
%

k xk xk+1
0 0 0.8

1 0.8 0.928

2 0.928 0.972

3 0.971 0.989



Fixed Point

• 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥! − 5𝑥 + 4 = 0 is the same as 𝑥 = "!#$
%

• So we implement 𝑥&#' =
"" !#$
%

k xk xk+1
0 5 5.8

1 5.8 7.528

2 0.928 0.972

3 7.528 12.134



Iterative Algorithms

• There is two questions we need to ask
1. Does it converge?
2. Does the initial condition matter?
Best case:
1. Yes
2. No
In power systems:
1. Depends on 2
2. Need to be selected carefully


